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Growing role for
AI in fresh produce
Experts at World of Fresh Ideas explain
how now could be the time for the
industry to adopt artificial intelligence
here
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Solving optimisation problems
Jason Fung, vice president for berries

of greenhouses.

and greenhouse at Oppy in Canada, said
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he sees AI as a growing area and a key way

going forward.”

of gaining competitive advantage, driving
both demand and consumption. “I would
classify the produce industry as having a
lot of data but not really harnessing it in
the same way as banking, healthcare or
insurance,” he said. "It’s not just for
predictive analytics, but optimisation
problems
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From an Oppy perspective, AI has value in
areas including crop forecasting, driving

from the fresh produce business.
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consumption, supply chain optimisation,
labour force optimisation, crop treatment
improvement, food safety and traceability,
he added.
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